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ABSTRACT

Tracking clouds using scanning cloud radars can help to document the temporal evolution of cloud properties

well before large-drop formation (weather radar ‘‘first echo’’). Thesemeasurements also complement cloud and

precipitation tracking using geostationary satellites and weather radars. Here, two-dimensional (2D) along-

wind range–height indicator observations of a population of shallow cumuli (with and without precipitation)

from the 35-GHz scanning Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM) cloud radar (SACR) at the

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)–ARMSouthern Great Plains (SGP) site are presented. Observations from

theARMSGPnetwork of scanning precipitation radars are used to provide the larger-scale context of the cloud

field and to highlight the advantages of the SACR to detect the numerous small nonprecipitating cloud ele-

ments. A new cloud identification and tracking algorithm (CITA) is developed to track cloud elements. In

CITA, a cloud element is identified as a region having a contiguous set of pixels exceeding a preset reflectivity

and size threshold. The high temporal resolution of the SACR 2D observations (30 s) allows for an area su-

perposition criteria algorithm to match cloud elements at consecutive times. Following CITA, the temporal

evolution of cloud-element properties (number, size, andmaximum reflectivity) is presented. The vast majority

of the designated elements during this cumulus event were short-lived nonprecipitating clouds having an ap-

parent life cycle shorter than 15min. The advantages and disadvantages of cloud tracking using an SACR are

discussed.

1. Introduction

Clouds play a critical role in Earth’s climate system

through their participation in Earth’s radiation budget,

the hydrological cycle, and the vertical redistribution of

energy and moisture in the atmosphere (e.g., Stephens

2005; Feingold and Siebert 2009). The accurate repre-

sentation of the factors that control cloud microscale

and macroscale properties in global climate models and

cloud-resolving models remains a major challenge (e.g.,

Ghan et al. 1999; Grenier andBretherton 2001; Park and

Bretherton 2009; Stevens and Feingold 2009). Contin-

uously operating ground-based supersites (Stokes and

Schwartz 1994; Ackerman and Stokes 2003; Illingworth

et al. 2007) equipped with a wide range of active and

passive sensors provide detailed information on cloud

dynamical and microphysical properties. Until recently,

the cloud properties retrieved at these ground-based

supersites were limited to the column sampled by pro-

filing sensors. Now, scanning cloud and precipitation

radars are deployed to provide information on the 3D

structure of clouds and precipitation (Mather and

Voyles 2013; Kollias et al. 2014a). One of the main sci-

entific drivers for deploying scanning cloud radars is the

desire to document individual cloud elements as they

transit through different stages of their life cycle (e.g.,

cloud formation, precipitation onset, dissipation). Re-

lating the temporal evolution of cloud systems to aerosol

and large-scale meteorology conditions could lead to

a better understanding of the controls on low clouds and

associated statistics.

Monitoring the temporal evolution of shallow cumu-

lus clouds can be accomplished using ground-based and

airborne-based radar systems (multiple passes). Capturing

the early stage of cumulus development/detection (first
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echo) depends on the sensitivity of the radar system.

When centimeter-wavelength radars have been tasked

for these studies, the first echo coincides with the early

development of small precipitation particles (Knight

and Miller 1993; Knight et al. 2002; Göke et al. 2007;
Burnet and Brenguier 2010). This early development of

a precipitation echo implies that an efficient collision–

coalescence process drives particle growth in warm

clouds. French et al. (1999) used multiple passes over

shallow cumulus clouds and observations from an air-

borne millimeter-wavelength radar to document the

temporal evolution of nonprecipitating cumulus clouds.

These early efforts demonstrate the potential of scanning

radars to monitor the temporal evolution of shallow cu-

muli. However, the studied dataset are limited and, in the

majority of the studies, the use of centimeter-wavelength

radars does not permit the documentation of the cloud

life cycle before the development of small raindrop par-

ticles. The spatial and temporal resolution of geosta-

tionary satellites also limits their applicability for the

detection of small, nonprecipitating cumuli clouds.

The deployment of continuously operating scanning

cloud radars (Mather and Voyles 2013; Kollias et al.

2014a) at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) At-

mospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program

fixed and mobile sites offers the required observational

capabilities for monitoring the entire life cycle of shal-

low cumuli clouds over an extensive period of time. This

is particularly germane for the ARM Southern Great

Plain (SGP) facility that is equipped with a distributed

multifrequency scanning radar network. This network

includes a scanning ARM cloud radar (SACR) with

sensitivity (;230 dBZ at 10 km) and spatial (45m) and

temporal resolution (;30 s per horizon-to-horizon scan)

sufficient for continuous tracking of nonprecipitating

short-lived cloud elements.

Here, we present the first set of observations from

this scanning cloud radar facility during a warm season

cloud event with a wide distribution of cloud types

from short-lived, nonprecipitating cumuli to shallow light

precipitating cumulus clouds. The details of a cloud

identification and tracking algorithm (CITA) suitable for

monitoring the evolution of shallow cumulus in a range–

height indicator (RHI) plane are presented. Preliminary

statistics of the temporal gradient of the radar reflectivity

in shallow nonprecipitating clouds are presented. The

limitations and capabilities of the ARM SGP facility to

study the life cycle of cloud elements are discussed.

2. Observations

The observations presented in this study were col-

lected during the Midlatitude Continental Convective

Clouds Experiment (MC3E) conducted in April–June

2011 at the ARM SGP facility. MC3E was the result of

a collaborative effort between theDOE–ARMProgram

and its Climate Research Facility and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Global Pre-

cipitation Measurement mission Ground Validation

program. The MC3E campaign was the first major field

experiment conducted at an ARM site after the ac-

quisition of the new scanning ARM radar (Fig. 1;

Mather and Voyles 2013). The backbone infrastructure

of the ARM SGP radar facility is a distributed het-

erogeneous network of profiling and scanning radar

systems suitable for the mapping of cloud and pre-

cipitation in 3D along with a small network of radi-

ometers and lidars. The SGP radar facility includes

a 5.4-GHz (5.5-cm wavelength) C-band scanning ARM

precipitation radar (C-SAPR), a network of three

9.4-GHz (3.2-cm wavelength) X-band scanning ARM

precipitation radars (X-SAPR), and a dual-frequency

35.3–93.9-GHz (8.5–3.2mm) scanning cloud radar (Ka-/

W-SACR; Fig. 1).

The bulk of the observations presented in this manu-

script are from the SACR located at the ARM SGP

Central Facility (CF). A total sky imager (TSI), ra-

diosonde launch facility, 2D video disdrometer, wind

profiler, and a laser ceilometer are also present at the

CF and are used in this study. The C-SAPR is located

approximately 25 km to the north of the SGP CF, and

the three X-SAPR systems are located in a triangular

configuration having a side (baseline) of approxi-

mately 20 km and centered on the SGPCF (Fig. 1). The

primary motivation for the C-SAPR polarimetric ra-

dar system is to provide the mesoscale context of

precipitation over a 100–120-km domain range around

the CF. The acquisition of the X-band radar network at

the ARM SGP radar facility is based on the desire to

bridge the observational gap in sensitivity and spatial

scales between the dual-frequency scanning cloud ra-

dar and the C-band polarimetric radar. The SACR is

a dual-frequency scanning Doppler and polarimetric

radar. However, during the MC3E only the 35-GHz

(Ka band) radar frequency was operational (Table 1).

With sensitivity close to 230 dBZ at 10 km during

nominal scanning parameters, the Ka-SACR is capa-

ble of detecting clouds from early formation stages.

Additional details on the first generation of SACR

operational strategies and data postprocessing are

described in Kollias et al. (2014a,b) and section 3 of

this study. The SACR scan strategy adopted for this

event included horizon-to-horizon along-wind scans

(AW-RHI), which require the primary wind direction

at cloud level as an input. Once this wind direction is

designated, the cloud radar is expected to capture the
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evolution of the same cloud element as it is advected

over the instrument.

For this particular case, the wind direction was de-

termined by consulting the relevant 1730 UTC radio-

sonde, wind profiler, and visible satellite imagines

available in real time by the authors in the field. This

wind direction was also visually confirmed in situ by

the authors and later corroborated by the 2030 UTC

CF radiosonde. Furthermore, postevent inspection of

the TSI, X-SAPR, and C-SAPR animations showed

that the motion of more substantial clouds detected by

these systems did not deviate substantially from the

estimated flow. The radar scan direction (azimuth) was

fixed for the duration of the Ka-SACR AW-RHI scan

strategy period, although this was not a concern for

interpretation of the clouds collected during the 2.5-h

event window. Specifically, wind in the cloud layer did

not suggest an appreciable change in time or height.

Furthermore, no shear was apparent in radiosonde

data that would suggest clouds moving differently at

different heights (Fig. 2). However, a more detailed

look at the importance of potential off-angle scanning

is provided in the appendix.

Figure 3 demonstrates the advantage of having a het-

erogeneous network of radars to document the temporal

and spatial distribution of clouds from their early, low

reflectivity stages to their more mature precipitation-

associated regime and following lower reflectivity decay

stage. This figure shows an example of data collected by

the Ka-SACR, C-SAPR, and southeast X-SAPR at

a time when primarily weak nonprecipitating clouds

were present over SGPCF. The total sky imager (Fig. 3a)

confirms the presence of shallow broken cumuli over the

CF. These same clouds are observed by the Ka-SACR

overhead (Fig. 3d). All ARM radars observe a pre-

cipitating shallow cumulus at a 5–10-km range from the

Ka-SACR (southeast part of the AW-RHI scan). The

SAPRs have difficulty detecting the nonprecipitating

clouds observed by the Ka-SACR, illustrating the im-

portance of millimeter radar observations for capturing

shallow nonprecipitating clouds as well as the early

stages of cloud evolution (Fig. 3). These sampling con-

siderations are not only a consequence of the differences

in radar wavelength, but also related other factors in-

cluding beamwidth, relative cloud-to-radar distance,

and scanning strategy.

3. Cloud identification and tracking algorithm

Several studies document the evolution of cloud sys-

tems, often with an emphasis on characterizing the life

cycle andmorphology of deep convective systems through

the use of cloud tracking algorithms (e.g., Williams and

Houze 1987; Velasco and Fritsch 1987; Rosenfeld 1987;

Johnson et al. 1998; Dixon and Wiener 1993; Machado

et al. 1998). Satellite-based cloud tracking studies iden-

tify deep convective cloud elements using infrared

temperature thresholds (e.g., Maddox 1980; Williams

andHouze 1987; Chen et al. 1996) and additional spatial

coherency constraints (e.g., Machado et al. 1998; Futyan

andDel Genio 2007). From the surface, radar-based cell

designation and tracking algorithms capitalize on radar

reflectivity factor patterns and additional size constraints

(e.g., Dixon and Wiener 1993; Rosenfeld 1987; Johnson

et al. 1998). These radar-based ‘‘cell’’ identifications act

TABLE 1. Ka-SACR technical specifications.

Scanning ARM cloud radar (Ka band)

Scan type Along-wind horizon-to-horizon

Nyquist velocity 10.5m s21

Range resolution 20m

Scan time ;30 s

Pulse repetition frequency 5 kHz

Sensitivity ;230 dB at 10 km

Frequency 35.29GHz

Wavelength 8.5mm

FIG. 1.Map showing the heterogeneous ARM radar network at

the SGP facility. Blue rings indicate a 20-km radius around each

X-band radar, and the red ring indicates a 30-km radius around

the C-band radar.
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as input for a tracking algorithm that connects the dif-

ferent stages of these cell patterns. This is often ac-

complished by determining area superposition between

consecutive time steps (e.g., Williams and Houze 1987;

Boer andRamanathan 1997;Machado et al. 1998), cloud

propagation speed and superposition (Rosenfeld 1987;

Johnson et al. 1998; Futyan and Del Genio 2007), or by

minimizing a cost function based on position and ele-

ment volume differences at consecutive times (e.g.,

Dixon and Wiener 1993). For many deep convective

cells and larger convective system examples as above,

automatic and semiautomatic (manual selection of the

optimal candidate) tracking algorithms often arrive at

similar results (e.g., Machado et al. 1998).

The CITA was developed to analyze shallow cumulus

clouds as they transit through different stages of their

lifetime. The input to CITA is 2D (range–height)

Ka-SACR observations collected during AW-RHI scans

(e.g., Fig. 3d). Range gates that contain no meteoro-

logically significant detections have been removed using

a signal-to-noise-ratio threshold technique (e.g., Kollias

et al. 2014b). Furthermore, conditional sampling using

the linear depolarization ratio and radar reflectivity

from the Ka-SACR, as well as the cloud-base height

from a ceilometer, has been applied to classify and filter

radar echoes associated with insects (Kollias et al.

2014b). Once these nonmeteorological radar returns are

removed, each AW-RHI radar image is processed and

CITA identifies a cloud element as those echoes having

a contiguous set of pixels with reflectivity $250 dBZ

and assigns them an identification number (ID). The

reflectivity of 250 dBZ matches the Ka-SACR sensi-

tivity at a 1-km range during nominal scanning opera-

tional conditions. While the Ka-SACR will not be able

to detect such weak cloud echoes at longer distance from

the radar, it is known that the Ka-SACR offers sufficient

sensitivity to observe weak nonprecipitating clouds at

extended range. To further eliminate spurious echo

clusters (due to imperfect removal of radar noise-only

range gates and insect returns), only those radar echoes

having areal coverage larger than 0.5 km2 are considered

as cloud elements.

FIG. 2. Wind (a) magnitude and (b) direction from radiosonde observations at SGP CF at

1730 UTC (blue) and 2030 UTC (black) 25 May 2011.
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The second component of CITA is an application of

a superposition criterion to track the temporal–spatial

movement of each cloud ID assigned element (e.g.,

Figs. 4b,c). The superposition criterion identifies clus-

ters that have the largest areal overlap in consecutive

radar scans and assumes that these echoes represent

the same cloud. This assumption is targeted at cloud

data collected using AW-RHI SACR scanning that

updates at 30-s intervals. When two cloud elements

merge, the larger element retains the ID and continues

forward in time, while the smaller cloud element and its

associated ID is terminated. If a cloud element splits,

the larger of the two elements continues in time with

the previous tracking ID, while the smaller of the two

elements is assigned a new ID. Basic evaluation for the

validity of cloud merge and split events during this

study was performed by the authors (e.g., manual

checks for the time coherency in the range–height

plane of cloud elements).

An example illustration of CITA for a sequence of

three consecutive scans from Ka-SACR on 25 May 2011

is shown in Fig. 4. At the first time step, six cloud cells are

identified by CITA (ID: 1–6). Cloud elements with IDs 1

and 4 show no merges or splits during this sequence

(Fig. 4). Cloud elements assigned the IDs 2 and 3 (Fig. 4a)

merge into a single cloud element assigned to a tracking

ID 2 (Fig. 4b). Cloud ID 6 (Fig. 4b) splits, initiating a new

cloud ID 7 (Fig. 4c). A more detailed look at the clouds

illustrated inFig. 4 is provided later in this section. For this

MC3E observing period, the aforementioned CITA

threshold and cloud interaction criteria were applied for

the vast majority of the SACR dataset with apparent

success (as visually confirmed by the authors). Any suc-

cess from an echo overlap criteria (from fast updating

AW-RHI modes) is beneficial as it eliminates the need to

explore computationally demanding and less accurate

tracking techniques. These other forms of trackers re-

quire an estimation of the cloud cell propagation speed

FIG. 3. (a) Hemispherical view of the cloud field at the Central Facility from the total sky imager and reflectivity from the (b) C-SAPR

PPI scan at 1.28 at 2011 UTC and (c) X-SAPR PPI scan at 1.58 at 2010 UTC, and (d) Ka-SACRAW-RHI scan at 2010 UTC 25 May 2011

when weakmostly nonprecipitating clouds were present over the Central Facility. In (b) and (c), the triangle represents the location of the

radar, the white dot represents the location of the Central Facility, the black line represents the SACR scan, and the black circle represents

the domain over which SE X-SAPR data are collected. Orientation in (d) is NW on the right and SE on the left.
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and/or the minimization of a cost function (based on

previous position and volume) to overcome temporal

gaps in cloud sampling.

Several sensitivity tests were performed to better

evaluate the robustness of CITA results. As noted, this

initial set of cloud elements and the associated cloud

evolution behaviors presented in section 4 of this study

were first manually inspected by the authors. Another

simple test of algorithm repeatability was also per-

formed, wherein CITA was applied to this dataset in

reverse temporal order. When applied in reverse,

CITA demonstrated very similar ID counts and cell

tracking results according to parameters to be dis-

cussed in section 4. The sensitivity of CITA to different

cloud detection reflectivity factor thresholds was also

tested for this event. Our analysis indicated that for re-

flectivity thresholds between 240 and 250 dBZ, there

was no significant change in the number of clouds de-

tected by the CITA approach or in the associated cloud

primarymicrophysical or geometrical proprieties (Fig. 5).

However, whenmore restrictive thresholds were applied,

the implications for tracking and cloud parameter be-

havior were more pronounced for this event.

As one example, higher reflectivity thresholds had

a noticeable impact on the tracking of a model-friendly

parameter such as the maximum cloud reflectivity fac-

tor. During this MC3E event, we often observed cloud

elements that exhibit multiple maxima regions, as con-

sistent with multiple coherent precipitation shafts em-

bedded within regions of lower cloud reflectivity. When

the more restrictive thresholds (e.g., those closer to

values from the literature indicative of the presence of

drizzle particles ;210 dBZ) were applied, multicored

cloud elements were often divided by CITA and re-

classified as unique cloud elements. Since this study

emphasizes the tracking and evolution of individual

cloud elements that may contain multiple precipitation

cores, thresholds closer to 250 dBZ were those most

appropriate to maintain the majority of the individual

cloud forms.

Although low reflectivity thresholds were apparently

necessary to maintain the majority of the cloud ele-

ments, lower thresholds sometimes presented difficul-

ties when interpreting CITA outputs and the interaction

between different cloud elements. Inspection of longer

time sequences of cloud elements such as in Fig. 4

FIG. 4. Reflectivity from three consecutive Ka-SACR along-wind scans from 1944 to 1945 UTC (color shaded) and cloud identification

numbers documented by the CITA (contours). Radar location is depicted by the yellow rectangle, and the time of each scan is indicated in

the bottom left.
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illustrates many additional challenges faced by any

identification and tracking algorithm requiring the se-

lection of a reflectivity threshold. For example, from

Fig. 4 it is interesting to note that CITA IDs 2, 4, and 6

were originally associated with low cumulus clouds

having tops capped at approximately 2.5 km as early as

1940UTC. These cloud-top heights were consistent with

the height of the top of the environmental boundary

layer (from available campaign collocated soundings).

At the time of Fig. 4a, these shallow clouds had already

merged with a population of developing higher-topped

clouds (cloud tops near 4.5 km, in agreement with the

environmental freezing level). These clouds had an ini-

tial vertical extent of ;1 km, similar to that observed

with cloud ID 6 from Fig. 4c. With a more stringent re-

flectivity threshold, cloud IDs 6 and 7 in Fig. 4c may have

survived as two distinct cloud levels. The current CITA

tracking result depicts these clouds as artificially con-

nected in the vertical, thus forming apparently more

substantial clouds that split very shortly thereafter.

However, more restrictive thresholds would come at the

cost of lessened sampling of all cloud properties, with

clear biases toward higher mean reflectivity values,

smaller cloud elements and added deficiencies in doc-

umenting cloud initiation and decay. Area thresholds for

cloud elements also act to mitigate select cloud IDs that

might otherwise originate from splits or poor cumulus

cloud RHI sampling–chording. Overall, the discussion on

CITA threshold choice reflects trade-offs between cap-

turing cloud entities (first echo initiation and subsequent

boundaries) and the ability to unambiguously distinguish

different cloud entities for possible automatic settings. In

this regard, it may be advisable to consider expert over-

sight so as to carefully analyze or tailor case or cloud-

regime-specific thresholds accordingly.

4. Results

Using Ka-SACR observations from 25 May 2011

CITA identified a total of 1323 cloud elements. Of these

elements, 49 (3.7%) were lost to a merger and 50

(3.78%) were the result of a split. In total, CITA was

able to distinguish 338 distinct cloud life cycles (Fig. 6).

This indicates that the vast majority of the cloud ele-

ments identified by CITA often corresponded to clouds

detectable over only one unique time step. During this

period, CITA tracked three long-lived shallow cloud

elements (having cloud tops below 5 km) that persisted

for more than 25min. These clouds attained maximum

reflectivity values exceeding 20 dBZ with cloud cross-

sectional areas in excess of 40 km2 during most of their

observed cloud life cycle (Fig. 6). The majority of the

shallow cloud elements were short-lived features. In

many instances, CITA tracking indicated that the clouds

lasted under 10min and exhibited low maximal re-

flectivity cores (,25 dBZ; see Figs. 6 and 7). Often,

weaker cloud elements were observed to dissipate (or

exit the domain) within 5min of first detection. Once

again, the confirmation that these echoes originated

from clouds was provided by author in-field

FIG. 5. (a) Maximum reflectivity frequency (bin: 2 dB) and (b) cloud area cross-section

frequency (bin: 0.5 km2) for different reflectivity detection thresholds in CITA for the 25 May

2011 case.
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observations, sounding evidence, surface TSI camera

imagery, and an absence of stronger echoes in the SAPR

imagery near the cloud radar scanning transect during

most periods of observation.

The distribution of the maximum radar reflectivity

values (for all 338 cloud elements detected within the

Ka-SACR sampling window) is offered in Fig. 7a. This

plot indicates that the majority of the cloud elements

attain a maximum radar reflectivity between 220 and

210 dBZ (Fig. 7a). This magnitude of radar reflectivity

at the SGP location in central Oklahoma is consistent

with clouds that do not produce drizzle (Lu et al. 2008).

The frequency distribution of the maximum cloud cross-

sectional area peaks at the smallest possible detectable

area coverage (CITA’s size threshold of 0.5 km2).

Additional geometrical properties for the identified

cloud elements are also documented by CITA as

a function of time. These parameters include the num-

ber of cloud elements, the cloud-element-top height and

the maximum horizontal length of the cloud elements.

The behaviors of these fields observed by the Ka-SACR

for the 25May event are provided in Fig. 8. During times

of precipitation in the vicinity of the cloud radar [ap-

proximately 1920, 1950, and 2040 UTC, Fig. 8e, as ob-

served using ARMdisdrometer observations at the SGP

CF as well as C-SAPR R(Z) rainfall estimates averaged

over the Ka-SACR scanning path], there are signs that

only cumulus cloud elements (Fig. 8b) with extended

horizontal lengths (Fig. 8c) and higher relative top

heights (Fig. 8d) are present. In contrast, there is a sug-

gestion of a strongly bimodal or occasionally more

complex distribution of cloud-top heights, most having

shorter cumulus horizontal length scales, within the

nonprecipitating and weaker initiating times. During

these sequences (that includes times at the beginning of

the observation period), one can consistently observe

clouds having tops ranging from the lower levels around

2 km (in association with the top of the boundary level)

up to higher cloud-top levels near 4 km (associated with

the freezing level), within the same scan. Yet, when

considering the periods associated with the onset or

nearby precipitation, the complexity of these tracked

parameters is often reduced and cloud tops below 2km

disappear, leaving sequences characterized mostly by

cloud elements with elevated tops.

One plausible explanation for this bimodal cloud-top

distribution relates to the evolution of the cloud field

and its associated dynamics. The event started with ex-

clusively shallow cumulus clouds over the SGP CF that

later transitioned to congestus clouds comingled with

lingering shallow cumulus. Therefore, the multilevel

cloud-top structure is likely to be a combination of very

shallow nonprecipitating mode, with some deeper pre-

cipitating cumulus. In times when these precipitating

FIG. 6. (a) Cross-sectional area and (b) maximum reflectivity as a function of time for every

element detected by the CITA on 25 May 2011 during the 2.5-h window. Colors represent

individual clouds tracked by CITA.
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congestus clouds dominate the near vicinity of the radar

(approximately 1920, 1950, and 2040 UTC), the associ-

ated cold-pool-type outflows [noticeable from the drop

in equivalent potential temperature at SGP CF (see

Fig. 8c), as well as X-SAPR and C-SAPR imagery] ef-

fectively act in a capacity to deter lower-topped shallow,

surface-forced convection. This temporarily reduces the

shallow-topped cloud observations for extended win-

dows of atmospheric recovery.

An additional attempt to explore time-evolving cloud

maximum and median properties and the associated

local rate of change (as potentially related to cloud mi-

crophysical process and cloud growth and decay therein)

is offered. The evolution of cloud radar reflectivity fields

from discrete shallow nonprecipitating cloud target ex-

amples are provided in Fig. 9. To ensure these as discrete

nonprecipitating cumuli conditions, the maximum and

median parameter calculations and associated rate of

change estimates are limited to only those calculations

from the individual cloud elements that persist for

a minimum of 5min and have a maximum radar re-

flectivity that does not exceed 25dBZ during the CITA

cloud life-cycle tracking. As an additional constraint, we

restrict the dataset to only those ‘‘pure,’’ or discrete,

cloud elements for which the CITA IDs have not expe-

rienced a merge or split. The remaining set of clouds are

checked to ensure that a maximum in the radar re-

flectivity factor in time occurs at least three time steps

after (before) the initial (final) detection by CITA. This

latter constraint is intended to mitigate the inclusion of

clouds that initiate too close to the edge of the Ka-SACR

scanning domain and might propagate out of the domain

before achieving a mature state. This also avoids mature

clouds entering the edge of the scanning domain for

which initiation or growth stages are not captured.

For these Fig. 9 demonstrations, it is observed that the

local growth and/or decay rates of the maximum re-

flectivity are typically ,10 dBZmin21. These also ex-

hibit no clear relationship between the maximum

reflectivity and its local rate of change for the sur-

rounding minute of radar observations (Figs. 9a,b).

Median cloud reflectivity values and the associated local

rates of change are more gradual and demonstrate

a maximum of 5 dBZmin21 (Figs. 9c,d). Similarly, this

local rate of change is likely to be independent of the

median reflectivity value. In contrast to the maximum,

FIG. 7. Histogram of (a) maximum reflectivity and (b) area of all cloud elements detected by

CITA for the 25 May 2011 case.
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the median value and its relationship to its local rate of

change is shown to be strongly tied to relative location of

the cloud element to the radar location, wherein lower

magnitudes of themedian are observed closer to the radar

location (Figs. 9b–d). This is an obvious consequence of

cloud elements having reduced radar sensitivity with

range because of increased range gate volume with dis-

tance from radar. The influence of radar sensitivity is

FIG. 8. (a) A sequence of TSI images during the 2.5-h-long observing period; (b) the number of cloud elements observed in the

Ka-SACR AW-RHI scans, (c) the histogram of detected maximum cloud horizontal length from the Ka-SACRs, and (d) the

histogram of detected cloud-top heights from the Ka-SACR and CF surface equivalent potential temperature, as functions of time;

and (e) rain-rate estimations from the C-SAPR and the ARM disdrometer.
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larger if considering the evolution of the mean cloud re-

flectivity and its local rate of change (not shown). This

indicates a limited relationship between these param-

eters and their rate of change, thus showing the larger

influence of radar sensitivity when analyzing the time

evolution of the mean and median cloud reflectivity.

5. Discussion and conclusions

This paper offers preliminary findings toward the

potential capability to track and document the life cycle

of shallow and weak cumulus to drizzling and showery

cumulus clouds using a scanning millimeter wavelength

cloud radar. Whereas cloud radars typically exhibit

enhanced sensitivity for the detection of these low-level

cloud features, the ability of the scanning ARM cloud

radar millimeter-wavelength radar for detection of the

particular shallow and nonprecipitating boundary

layer clouds from this dataset was improved owing to

a reduced signal-to-clutter ratio and suppressed

coherent scattering (e.g., Kollias et al. 2007). An

along-wind scan strategy (AW-RHI) was implemented

during the MC3E campaign and included high tem-

poral sampling to facilitate the following of transient

cloud elements as they advect with the mean wind field

over the SACR platform at the ARM Southern Great

Plains Central Facility. The ARM SGP site during

the MC3E campaign was home to a network of

FIG. 9. (a) Temporal evolution of maximum reflectivity for shallow cumuli and (b) the rate of change of maximum reflectivity using a

1-min averaging window as a function of the mean maximum reflectivity over the segment where the rate of change was computed for

small shallow cumulus clouds over SGP on 25 May 2011. (c),(d) As in (a) and (b), but for median reflectivity. For (b) and (d), the color

code indicates the maximum distance between the cloud-element outer edge and the radar location (km).
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complementary scanning precipitation radars, lidars,

and collocated surface properties instrumentation that

gave context to SACR observations. Simple morpho-

logical analysis of complementary reflectivity factor

observations from the scanning radar facilities in par-

ticular helps to demonstrate the potential benefits for

having multiwavelength radar facilities of various scan-

ning coverage scales, or cloud observational ‘‘super-

sites,’’ to help bridge gaps between different cloud

scales. There are significant morphological implications

when one is unable to capture the full dynamic range of

clouds from the smallest scales that may be detected by

the millimeter wavelength radar (SACR) to the larger

scales covered by the centimeter radars (X- and

C-SAPR).

To better demonstrate the capabilities of the ARM

SACR systems for the documentation of shallow

cumulus evolution, the radar-based cloud identification

and tracking algorithm was developed. A goal for CITA

was to explore the possibilities for a functional method

to track key cloud microphysical and geometric pa-

rameters, including their evolution in time and space,

which are of interest to detailed cloud process studies

and cloud model evaluation. Basic sensitivity testing for

our initial set of CITA parameter outputs revealed that

the current CITA design is capable of reliably doc-

umenting cloud metrics, such as cloud-element counts,

maximum radar reflectivity factor, and cloud geometric

properties including cloud top and cross-sectional area.

CITA was tested on a postfrontal shallow cumulus

dataset collected by the SACR when performing along-

wind scans during MC3E on 25 May 2011. This day

exhibited a wide variety of cumulus cloud conditions

and featured 2.5 h of uninterrupted rapid radar scanning

rates, thereby allowing CITA to track clouds un-

ambiguously with time (e.g., Figs. 6, 7). The vast ma-

jority of the cloud elements detected by CITA were

short-lived with life cycles shorter than 10min, most of

them decaying after the first 5min and exhibiting low

maximal reflectivity cores.

Three long-lived cumulus clouds were captured dur-

ing the collection period and attained high reflectivity

values that can be associated with precipitation onset in

the region. The associated time evolution captured by

CITA is complex, yet potentially highlights the eventual

suffocation of the previously surface-driven-sort shallow

cumulus clouds (albeit those having additional larger-

scale forcing in the postfrontal environment) in the vi-

cinity of the Ka-SACR. Moreover, observations suggest

that these deeper precipitation modes preceded se-

quences of higher-based nonprecipitating cumulus cloud

over the site, with these higher-based clouds possibly

influenced by downwardmixing of dry air associated with

the preceding precipitation over or near the region.

Overall, most precipitation-free times demonstrate in-

teresting behaviors during the presented event, including

bimodal or more complex distributions of low-level cu-

mulus clouds in terms of cloud-top heights and of

smaller relative horizontal lengths.

Additional interpretation of the CITA dataset outputs

in the context of the 25 May 2011 MC3E event indicates

most cloud elements reflect numerous shallow non-

precipitating clouds having a maximum radar reflectivity

,25 dBZ (near the traditional ‘‘first echo’’ limit of pre-

cipitation radars). These shallow cumuli were often ob-

served to be short-lived. The time-varying behaviors of

the maximum and median cloud reflectivity and local

attempts to calculate associated rates of change for

nonprecipitating shallow cumulus examples were less

conclusive (e.g., Fig. 9). It is not surprising to note that in

following the evolution of median (and mean) cloud-

element reflectivity factors, the tracking must account

for changes in the sensitivity of the radar to cloud echoes

to be of much use. Nevertheless, following cloud maxi-

mum behaviors (less influenced by radar sensitivity is-

sues) as tractable quantities for microphysical evolution

of the clouds was also challenging to interpret. Echo

maximums are found to evolve quite rapidly and sig-

nificantly in magnitude for well-captured shallow non-

precipitating cloud echo elements, and within only a few

minutes of observation.

As this is the first application of CITA, more datasets

are needed to drive a more robust verification of the

CITA methodology and to allow more comprehensive

cloud statistics. The findings for this study are also lim-

ited to shallow cloud observations from the Oklahoma

SGP ARM CF, although we anticipate the methods

should translate well to other cloud radar facilities for

similar low cloud conditions. Application of CITA in

real time or field campaign settings is also however non-

trivial and strongly tied to an ability to characterize the

cloud-level winds and appropriately (and repeatedly)

target the same cloud elements in time. Recall that a key

assumption is that all clouds are assumed to propagate

along the designatedmeanwind direction. Highly variable

wind with time and, in the case of larger, more vigorous

clouds, cloud development–decay alignment can play

a critical role in a successful implementation of this

methodology as an automated tracking system. While

those assumptions for many shallow cloud types are

likely viable, tracking algorithm design problems can be

exacerbated by the narrow beamwidth of the Ka-SACR

(0.38) and other similar cloud radar systems. Moreover,

at such small beamwidths, only small errors in estab-

lishing the mean horizontal wind direction can affect

substantial losses in the quality and continuity of the
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measurements (e.g., appendix). Different scanning strat-

egies (including routine or reference sector scans) may

also mitigate some of these known difficulties [e.g.,

boundary layer RHIs; additional details on scan strate-

gies are described in Kollias et al. (2014a)]. However,

utilizing these scans to fill in spatial/azimuthal gaps im-

plies a trade-off for adequate temporal revisiting of

cloud elements for tracking and microphysical process

monitoring.

A lingering concern when documenting several cloud

parameters including cloud cross-sectional area (e.g.,

Figs. 7–9), is that it is likely that the CITA approach will

underrepresent these values and/or should be further

categorized according to additional spatial context. This

concern is noted in response to cloud ‘‘chording’’ con-

siderations with narrow-beam AW-RHI modes. These

modes may not routinely sample the center of clouds,

even if those clouds are properly established as propa-

gating along the designated wind direction. When con-

fronted with similar aircraft sampling chording problems,

Jorgensen et al. (1985) derived that the measured di-

ameter for a circular ‘‘core’’ target as a consequence of

chording bias is expected to be approximately 22% low.

A circular shape assumption for cumulus clouds may be

applicable under low-shear shallow cumulus conditions

(including those present during much of this MC3E

event, e.g., Fig. 2). However, this diameter bias is ar-

guably at the lower boundwhen considering the range of

possible cumulus cloud forms and depths. One may ex-

tend a similar chording analysis to a generic ellipsoidal

shape for a shallow cumulus cloud element. In this case,

the chording bias will be more pronounced. For ex-

ample, if the clouds are elongated along the wind

direction and have an axis ratio (major to minor di-

mension) of 0.8, an expected bias in areal coverage (or

calculation for forms of cloud fraction) would be ap-

proximately 32%. The potential implication on the

monitoring of cloud mean, median, and maximum re-

flectivity behaviors is even less certain without addi-

tional study on spatial cloud behaviors and chording

implications therein. At a minimum, the authors must

recommend that future CITA-type scanning strategies

consider periodic low-level PPI scans to better bound

these horizontal-cloud-structure considerations.
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APPENDIX

Sensitivity of CITA to In-Cloud Horizontal Wind
Direction

The success of CITA depends in part on accurately

determining the environmental/cloud-level wind direction

to appropriately follow cloud elements in time. Consid-

ering a very simple advection model, any deviation from

the cloud-level wind direction that the AW-RHI scan

strategy can allow and still sample a similar volume will

often depend on three parameters: the wind field at cloud

level, the size of the region that can be assumed homo-

geneous, and the cloud life time. For this particularMC3E

case, the wind field is not expected to significantly in-

fluence the results of CITA since only marginal shear is

present that may allow clouds to propagate differently at

different heights (Fig. 2). Given that the Ka-SACR

beamwidth at a 10-km distance from the radar will be

illuminating a sampling volume that is approximately

a cylinder of ;50-m diameter, this is the size of the

region that is assumed homogeneous for the following

analysis.

If cloud elements are advected over the radar domain

and have themiddle point of cloud life cycle occurring as

the cloud passes over the radar location, a maximum

deviation for this AW-RHI radar scan angle from the

cloud-level wind direction can be estimated (Fig. A1). It

is noted that small errors in designating the horizontal

wind direction can substantially impact the use of

AW-RHICITAtechniques.When consideringwind speeds

less than 20ms21 (Fig. 2) and cloud lifetime shorter than

10min (Fig. 6), the same cloud volume might be sampled

approximately 20 times. However, one might only

guarantee to capture the evolution of the same parcel if

there is a variation of 18 between the scan angle and the

cloud-level wind direction. If considering slower advec-

tion speeds of 10ms21 and shorter cloud life cycles, the

allowable disagreement between the cloud-propagating

direction and scan angle can be closer to 58 while still

expecting to sample proprieties within the same small

volume. Assuming that there are larger homogeneous

cloud regions will also influence these results by allowing
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a larger disagreement between the angles. For example,

if the homogeneous volume has a diameter of 100m,

then the deviation between the radar scan angle and

the wind direction is roughly doubled that of the 50-m

diameter.
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